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Abstract

The use of social networks has increased steadily
from the mid-2000s on, generating a large volume of
data reflecting current affairs relevant to be analyzed
using data visualization techniques that can emphasize
important information otherwise concealed. Our main
goal is to understand how visualization techniques can
help media studies scholars and journalists create better
understanding about user behavior and sentiments in
social networks. This motivated an interdisciplinary
research project where tweets sent during the World
Cup in 2014 were collected and processed, generating
visualizations about the users’ sentiment in the Brazil vs.
Germany game and hashtags most used by online Brazil-
ians. In order to analyze the visualizations’ adequacy in
improving understanding about the episode, they were
presented to journalists and students of Journalism in
two focus groups, and their results analysis is presented
in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of social networks by growing masses of in-

dividuals has increased steadily from the mid-2000s on,

generating large volumes of data reflecting current affairs

and shifts in mood and opinion, and its understanding has

become a strategic issue with applications in many scenarios.

According to Russel [1], social networks are changing the

way of life on and off the web, which allows the display

technology and information about everything, or, as Levy

[2] affirms, material and digital aspects of contemporary

life have become intertwined more than only superimposed

onto another. From this panorama arises an opportunity

to interlace social web elements with computational tech-

niques of data collection, preprocess and data visualization

to support experts in analysis and knowledge extractions.

Examples abound, such as the understanding of electoral

campaigns and elections [3] [4] or inferring the political

orientation of Twitter users [5] [6] [7], sports events [8],

product and service satisfaction [9], among other studies

related to massive events that could benefit from this. To

better understand the data, techniques for enhancing data

visualization and interaction are developed and improved.

According to Heer et al [10], the goal of visualization is

to aid the understanding of data by leveraging the human

visual system ability to recognize patterns, spot trends, and

identify outliers. If visual representations are well-designed,

they can replace intuitive cognitive calculations with simple

perceptual inferences and improve comprehension, memory,

and decision making. The challenge in visualization involves

issues such as for any given data set, the number of visual

encodings is extremely large [10].

Techniques for visualizing social media datasets have

been used by several media outlets to illustrate people’s

behavior in one specific subject or event. In the 2014

World Cup in Brazil, data-driven journalistic visualizations

were highlighted and widely shared in social media1, and

international news agencies2. The work involved in this

usually requires several computational techniques (such as

data and text mining, natural language processing, etc.) and

complex analytical processes required to manipulate varied

data sources. Besides that, reach a point of balance between

the computational side of the process and the aesthetic

side using tables, charts, colors and other visual features,

could favor a good analysis and quicker understanding of

such data. Many researchers [11] [12] [13] [10] have been

involved with the study of the evolution of these techniques.

In several situations, e.g., a simple line or bar chart were

not good enough to translate the complexity of the data

to a general audience and, therefore, our primary goal is

to understand how visualization techniques can help media

studies and journalism professionals and students to better

understand user behavior (and also user sentiment) in social

networks.

Our focus is on Twitter, investigating how can data visual-
ization support obtaining information that would be difficult
to achieve and perceive otherwise? For this, considering the

1http://t.co/jOoei6z69i and https://interactive.twitter.com/wcmentions/
2http://t.co/lvIF36lqzz and http://goo.gl/rPzfme
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great repercussion in the national media over 2014 World

Cup in Brazil, we collected and processed tweets during the

World Cup in 2014 and we developed some visualization

techniques related to Brazil vs. Germany semifinal3. The

visualizations were presented to journalists and students of

Journalism in two focus groups and, in this paper, we discuss

its results.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The

next section presents the context relating journalism and data

visualization in respect to this work. After this, some related

works are presented. Then we describe the methodology

used in our research by detailing the case study performed

and its analysis. Finally, the last section presents closing

comments and future works.

II. JOURNALISM AND DATA VISUALIZATION

Data-driven journalism (DDJ) comprises several pro-

fessional practices whose common thread is the use of

databases as the main source of information for news pro-

duction. DDJ practices involve Computer-Assisted Report-

ing, data visualization, infographics, creation and collection

of databases, as well as policies of open-access to informa-

tion and transparency of governments. Contemporaneously,

other formulations used to refer to this professional specialty

are “data journalism” [14] [15] or “computational journal-

ism” [16] [17] [18] [19]. DDJ focuses on the production,

processing and analysis of large amounts of data, to allow

more efficient retrieval of information, investigative report-

ing from data sets, and distribution on different platforms

(PCs, smartphones, tablets), and to generate visualizations

and infographics. Most importantly, DDJ techniques al-

low the journalist to find news-value rich information in

databases with thousands or millions of records, hardly

manageable without the help of computers. Those techniques

also facilitate the comparison between different databases

for the production of new knowledge about society, creating

mash-ups, for example, or reporting the results as text or

audio-visual pieces.

According to Trasel [20], DDJ can be defined as “the

application of computing and social sciences methods in

the collection, processing, interpretation and presentation

of data, with the aim of expanding the role of the press

as advocate of public interest”. From the ideas of authors

such as Bradshaw [21] and Silver [22], one can synthe-

size the news production process from databases in three

phases: collection, analysis and reporting. The collection

phase includes collecting and standardization, or cleaning,

of databases, that may be available in open government

data portals or can be created by the reporter from original

documents, surveys or through data capture using APIs, in

the case of social networks like Twitter and Facebook. The

3The semifinal match, held on July 8th 2014, ended with an unseen score
in world cups: Germany 7 vs. 1 Brazil.

analysis stage involves the processing of the collected data

in order to identify newsworthy information. This phase

also includes the interpretation of results and statistical

experiments. Finally, the communication phase is the one

in which the journalist produces texts, videos, audios and

infographics based on the aforementioned interpretation of

results.

Data visualizations, which are the main focus of this

paper, are perhaps the product most valued by the contem-

porary press. Newspapers such as The New York Times and

The Guardian have been gathering interdisciplinary teams

of journalists, computer scientists and designers, in order to

increase the production of infographics, data visualizations

and animations, since they identify public demand for these

materials. Furthermore, data visualizations are considered to

be a way of communicating complex relationships between

data more efficiently. It is a language and style choice

that, from the perspective of journalists, facilitates their

audience’s understanding of issues subject to mathematical

expression. Since the existence of well-informed citizens

is an essential element in the maintenance of democratic

societies, it becomes important to study the effectiveness

of different types of data visualizations for communication.

Therefore, this research aims to investigate the advantages

and disadvantages of different kinds of data visualization in

an applied context.

III. RELATED WORK

Some previous works focused on analyzing whether the

opinion expressed through Twitter can help to identify and

track online sentiment. Some describe the mining process

of texts and machine learning strategies to improve the

processing of the collected content and results. Others argue

how visualization techniques can help in data comprehension

data and in its impact in various areas.

In Rodrigues Barbosa et al [23], the authors analyzed

the hashtag’s effectiveness as a resource for sentiment

analysis expressed on Twitter. The results supported their

hypothesis that hashtags may facilitate the detection and

automatic tracking of online population sentiment about

different events. Other authors such as Cunha et al [24] and

Romero et al [25] also used hashtags supporting analysis of

feelings on Twitter, with satisfactory results. All these works

are similar to our considering the data collecting from social

media and their processing so that we can characterize the

sentiment (or opinion) of users about some subject. And in

our case, tweets were hand-classified like negative, neutral

or positive, based on the sentiment of the people in relation

to a subject.

Pak et al [26] focused on using Twitter for the task of

sentiment analysis. They show how to automatically collect

a corpus for sentiment analysis and opinion mining purposes.

They collected a corpus of text posts and formed a dataset of

three classes: positive sentiments, negative sentiments, and a
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set of objective texts (no sentiments). They build a sentiment

classifier that is able to determine positive, negative and

neutral sentiments for a document, with results efficient

and satisfactory. Although they worked with English, the

authors affirm the proposed technique can be used with any

other language. Our work differs from this by using tweet

text message only in Portuguese for sentiment analysis and

by focusing mainly on the visualizations generated from

Twitter’s data about the 2014 World Cup, with the goal to

understand how data visualization techniques can help data

analysis.

Diakopoulos et al [27] looked at the first U.S. presidential

debate in 2008, in conjunction with aggregated ratings of

message sentiment from Twitter. They developed an analyt-

ical methodology and visual representations to help a jour-

nalist or public affairs person better understand the temporal

dynamics of sentiment expressed in social media, in reaction

to the debate video. This work is similar to ours in order

to help journalists to meet their data needs and information.

But we focused on visualizations techniques that can support

the detection of opinions and new informations in social

networks.

Khatua et al [28] explored the context of 2014 Indian

General Election to test the predictive power of Twitter

in a large and politically diversified country. The authors

have analyzed roughly 0.4 million tweets and they observed

that tweet volume as well as sentiment analysis can predict

election results. They proposed a kind of template for data

collection and cleaning and they found that sentiment scores

can predict changes in vote share but, they emphasize the rel-

evance of contextual understanding for efficient data collec-

tion and analysis. This work is similar to our considering the

focus: sentiment analysis on Twitter. However, they focused

on statistical analysis to build a model for the prediction

of election result and we focused in the development of

interactive visualizations techniques to present these data.

Satyanarayan et al [29] present a data visualization tool

for journalistic storytelling. Informed by interviews with

journalists, they introduced a model of storytelling abstrac-

tions. They evaluate the model through example applications

and user studies with journalists. Study participants found

the model to be a valuable prototyping tool that can empower

journalists in the creation of interactive narratives. This work

is similar to our considering the target public: journalists

and their needs about interactive data visualization. In our

case, the focus groups helped us to understand the needs

of journalists in visualizing social media data. This is an

essential requirement if we want, in near future, to develop

a tool model that meets their needs.

Tabary et al [30] analyze occurrences of data journalism

between 2011 and 2013 in Canada’s Quebec province,

discussing its actors, data access conditions, professional

practices and the required computer skills. It traces the grow-

ing credibility of using quantitative and statistical evidences

as sources of news stories, emphasizing the necessity of

adequate training of the journalists to handle such production

properly. Felle [31] debates data-driven journalism as an in-

novative method of investigating and presenting news stories

relevant to the people on a larger scale. Through interviews

with 26 journalists in 17 countries, the text also highlights

a growing divide between the news teams that developed

such data collection, interpretation and visualization skills

and the ones that have not. Seen as an elitist tool, data-

driven journalism is still distant from more popular news

outlets, reducing the reach of its potential benefits.

All these works address related subjects to our interest and

they were fundamental to understanding and learning about

data collection processes from social networks, processing

and presentation this data. We continue to further study all

these issues with a focus on designing and developing data

visualizations increasingly effective.

IV. METHOD

This is a descriptive research [32] focused on constructing

a description about the opinions of journalists (either pro-

fessionals or students) about some visualization techniques

and how much these can help in their jobs.

The FIFA World Cup, held from June to July was one

of the main discussion topics in Brazil in 2014 and reached

high popularity on Twitter and other social networks. An-

ticipating the amount of social data related to this event

motivated us to select them as a theme to the analysis. In

order to do the analysis, we decided to start with a case

study about the match “Germany 7 x 1 Brazil”. For this,

our work has been split into four steps: i) collect data from

Twitter; ii) cleaning and annotation; iii) data visualizations;

and iv) focus group sessions and analysis.

A. Data Collection, Cleaning and Annotation

In this study, we used a data set formed by collected

messages from Twitter during the 2014 FIFA World Cup.

This data set was called “WordCupBrazil2014” and contains

851,292 tweets in various languages (Portuguese, English

and Spanish). These tweets were collected using the Twit-

ter4J, based on Twitter Rest API, in the period between

May 30th to July 13th, 2014. In order to collect tweets just

referring to the World Cup, we defined a set of keywords

that included the words “copa” (cup), “vencedor” (winner),

“turistas” (tourists), “hexa” (informal abbreviation of six-

time winner), etc. For each tweet, there is the following

information: tweet id (tweet identification number), mes-

sage (raw text), number of retweets (citation or reposting

of a message), keyword (word used as filter during data

collection process), timestamp (in BRST4), user id (user

identification number who posted the message), hashtags,

links and location (if available). This corpus was stored in

a MySQL database.

4Brazilian Standard Time (GMT-0300).
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Due to the result repercussion from the “Germany vs.

Brazil” match (July 8th), we focused our study on mes-

sages posted during this match. To do so, we extracted a

subset from the WorldCupBrazil2014 to form the “7x1-PT”

corpus. This corpus contains 2,728 tweets in Portuguese,

35,024 tokens and 4,925 types. It is structured as follows:

tweet id, timestamp, message (with preprocessed text) and

polarity (manually annotated). Initially, we preprocessed the

messages to facilitate the annotation of polarity. We removed

hashtags and URL links from the message body. This

automatic cleaning was not very simple, because there were

messages where the hashtags were doing part of the sentence

structure. These hashtags had syntactic functions of subject

or object, as in “Na #Torcida pelo #Brasil” (#Cheering for

#Brazil). In order to resolve this problem, in most cases, we

just removed the character #: “Na Torcida pelo Brasil”. This

step was manually refined. Other difficult case was the ad

hoc abbreviations commonly made by the users. A regular

abbreviation pattern is the omission of vowels, as q that

means “que” (that). In order to facilitate the transformation

of abbreviations, we have created a list from Wikipedia,

as in [33], which related an abbreviation to corresponding

word. In this case, we had problems when messages did

not separate the words by some delimiter as white space or

comma, as in “oq” meaning “o que” (what).

The polarity annotation was based on the sentiment of

the people in relation to Brazil national soccer teams per-

formance. We manually annotated each tweet as negative,

neutral or positive. We considered as positive those tweets

that praised the Brazilian team or that expressed encouraging

messages. We considered as negative those tweets that

criticized the Brazilian teams performance or that expressed

pessimistic messages. The remaining tweets were considered

neutral. The assignment of sentiment labels to messages is

a very subjective task and it is often difficult because it

depends on the message context and personal interpretation

of the human annotator. For this reason, this process was

carried out by two human annotators. Although the initial

observed agreement between annotators had been 0.53 [34],

the second annotator had as its main function to discuss and

to review the label defined by the first annotator, especially

when the polarity of the message was not clear. For example,

the tweet “A Copa das copas” (The Cup of the cups) at

the beginning of the game, had positive polarity. However,

from the fifth goal of Germany on, this message turned to

be posted ironically. At each German goal, we perceived

an increase in posts with humor, satirizing the performance

of the Brazilian team. It is worth mentioning that irony

and satire have been noted with neutral polarity. Besides,

at the beginning of the game, mostly, there were tweets

from different domains and purposes. Some tweets were too

short, formed only by verbs such as “Começou!” (“Began!”).

Others tweets were referring to political, advertising or

others news. All these tweets were classified as neutral.

Table I
POLARITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE 7X1 CORPUS.

Polarity # Tweets (%)
Negative 800 (29%)
Neutral 1,771 (65%)
Positive 157 (06%)

Table I displays the distribution of tweets with respect to

polarity.

B. Data Visualization: understanding changing contexts

As mentioned before, visualization techniques are able

to bring more information as well as to assist decision

making in various levels and contexts. In the context of

data-driven journalistic practices and products, they are used

to translate huge amounts of data into accessible visual

solutions, illuminating the understanding of complex issues.

As the presented visualizations also suggest, and considering

the polarity annotation, they are able to reflect shifts in mood

and opinion, as we complement the visualizations with a few

contextual notes.

Some of the hashtags most used by online Brazil-

ians about the World Cup before the event took place

were #vaitercopa (#therewillbeworldcup), #vaitercopasim

(#therewillbeworldcupyes) and #naovaitercopa (#therewill-

notbeworldcup). They were often used with a political bias

to emphasize the opinion of the user about the preparations

for the sport event as praises and critics of public spending

on stadiums, delays on urban and mobility works, and

so on, voiced their opinions online. Sensing the polemic

aspect of the online debate, late in 2013 the Brazilian

government suggested a different hashtag to be adopted,

#copadascopas (#worldcupofworldcups), which became part

of public speeches by president Dilma Rousseff and was

echoed in the press and other official channels, but did not

reach widespread popularity.

However, the divisive hashtags continued to be used

during the sport event and therefore spiked our research

interest in understanding this use. During the data collection

process we created some simple bar and line charts related to

the visualization of hashtags, as shown in figure 1. This bar

chart presents the percentage of the use of the three hashtags

during the whole day of July 8th, when the semifinal game

took place.

To add some context to the bar chart, we highlight that

the afternoon pre-game sees an increase in the favorable

hashtags, right up to the beginning of the game at 17h. As

the German team scored, ending the first half with 5x0 and

finishing the second half with 7x1 around 19h the percent-

ages of hashtags change accordingly, with #naovaitercopa

(#therewillbenocup) growing in proportion.

In addition, we were interested to know what were the ten

most used hashtags by online Brazilians on Twitter during

the 8th of July. This is shown in the line chart in figure 2.
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Figure 1. Percentage of tweets with the three hashtags that suggest whether
there will or will not be World Cup.

Figure 2. Most frequent hashtags that appeared on July 8th.

Both visualizations (figures 1 and 2) show only the

frequency of tweets containing such hashtags. Our interest

was to verify whether it would be possible to extract relevant

information from it. Again, the shifts in the curves suggest

possible interpretations as the hashtag #Bra peaks in the pre-

game moments and is seen falling as the #Ger goals sealed

the opponent’s victory in the semifinal. Accordingly, #Ger

also rises towards the end of the game. Figure 2, however,

also points to an unusual activity of #Bra around noon, what

can suggest a synergy between the schedules of sports news

broadcasts on TV and Radio and Twitter usage.

The next visualization created in the process show data

from the processed results. Figure 3 shows sentiments on

Twitter about the attacking players of the Brazilian team,

classified as positive, neutral and negative. The X-axis

contains the score of the game changed, including also the

break between the first and second half.

Besides the use of the popular static bar and line charts

showed in figures 1, 2 and 3, we also developed a prototype

for the interactive visualization of sentiment analysis ob-

tained with the polarity annotation. First, it is important to

say that we use the view of Pang et al [35] to conceptualize

the terms “opinion mining” and “sentiment analysis”. The

authors pointed out that both terms denote the same field

Figure 3. Tweets about the attacking players of the Brazilian team
classified as positive, neutral and negative.

of study (which itself can be considered a sub-area of

subjectivity analysis). The terms have multiple definitions

that covering the subjective textual analysis of social media

source.

A glance reveals there was little optimism present on the

Brazilian Twitter crowd, possibly reflecting the absence of

the teams’ star player Neymar Jr. injured in the previous

match. Other spikes in the graphic mark the first goal of

Germany and the beginning of the second half of the game

when the negative comments suggest the understanding

that a rags-to-riches victory was impossible. Curiously, the

other goals scored by Germany in the first and second half

provoked less reactions as measured by our research.

Figures 4 and 5 shows the two interactive visualizations

of sentiment analysis about the semifinal game already

implemented in the prototype, in which tweets were classi-

fied as positive, neutral or negative. These prototypes were

developed using the D3.js [36]. In figure 4, the visualization

corresponds to the average of the tweets classified by the

three kinds of sentiments during the game. The user can

interact on the timeline that appears below the graphic,

zooming the period of time to be shown in the chart

through the selection of a part of the timeline. In figure

5 the visualization shows the amount of tweets by kind of

sentiment during the game, and the interaction also occurs

through the selection of a period of time in the timeline to

do a zoom in or zoom out.

C. Focus Group Sessions and Analysis: inviting outside
looks

According to Tremblay [37] focus groups are a relevant

approach for refining and evaluating design artifacts for

several reasons, such as its ability to allow for the emergence

of ideas or opinions that are not usually revealed in individ-

ual interviews, and the possibility to collect rich data from

subjects. Focus groups offer design researchers a technique

employed at various moments of the process, to collect user

needs, for feedback on concept sketches or prototypes, or to

allow participants to generate new ideas. Focus groups can

also be used for final concepts refinement.
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Figure 4. Tweets from the “Germany 7 x 1 Brazil” match, classified as positive, neutral and negative, were visualized through the implemented prototype
as an average.

Figure 5. Tweets from the “Germany 7 x 1 Brazil” match, classified as positive, neutral and negative, and the result of the zoom done through the
selection of a small period of time in the interactive timeline.

Lazar et al [32] highlights that the implementation of two

or more focus groups will increase chances of success, be-

cause relying on a single focus group session is discouraged,

as any single group could be unresponsive or unrepresenta-

tive. In this work, two focus group sessions were conducted

to understand and explore human-data interaction, specifi-

cally between journalists (either professionals or students)

and the provided visualization techniques. We intended to

get their opinions about the created visualizations with data

collected on Twitter from the Brazil vs. Germany game in

the 2014 World Cup. The main question that guided the

focus group sessions was: what information can be obtained
from the presented visualizations? The intended outcome of

the focus group was to synthesize the key elements of a

discussion revolving around the existing elements presented

in a visualization (either interactive or not).

With this aim, the focus group sessions were conducted

in different days in a private room in the University, lasting

about 2 hours, and four visualizations techniques were

presented to the participants by a moderator. In the first

focus group session, 4 individuals (female) participated in

the study, all professional journalists as well as graduate

students, with a mean age of 27 (between 26 and 30). In the

second session, 5 individuals (2 female and 3 male) partici-

pated in the study, all undergraduate students in Journalism

with active participation on an experimental convergent-

media newsroom, with a mean age of 19 (between 18 and

22).

All participants have accounts on Twitter and often use

this medium as source of information, but only 4 of them

use Twitter to disseminate information. They all said that

they did not use any application for data analysis in social

networks. When asked about the benefits of using social

networks in journalistic activities, the participants pointed

out advantages such as: supplemental information, source of

the news lead (agenda), search by facts and cases, quickly

and easily disseminate information and get supplies, monitor

impact of facts and information, among others.

During the focus group sessions, following a short expla-

nation of each visualization technique, the mediator encour-

aged the group’s participants to talk about their insights,

without a set time limitation, and to openly discuss their
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perceptions and experiences as well as the pertinent qualities

of the visualizations with each other. For the two interactive

visualizations, the mediator invited participants to go to the

computer and interact with them.

The focus group sessions were recorded using two video

cameras (for redundancy) and an audio recording device.

The transcriptions of these recordings and annotations about

discussion topics are the main component of the analysis

presented in the next section.

V. RESULTS

The results presented in this section came from the

analysis of the focus group sessions discussions and were

organized under two major aspects: journalistic criteria and

visualization techniques.

To allow a better understanding of the discussion, the

visualization techniques were nominated as:

• Graphic A: percentage of use of the three hashtags

during all July 8th (figure 1).

• Graphic B: ten hashtags most used by online Brazilians

during July 8th (figure 2).

• Graphic C: tweets about the attacking players of the

Brazilian team (figure 3).

• Graphic D: sentiment analysis of tweets from the “Ger-

many 7 x 1 Brazil” match (figure 4 and 5).

From the viewpoint of communication, the results of

the focus group sessions suggest that data visualization,

in general, provides the ability to identify trends, patterns

and anomalies in datasets which would not be visible to

the naked eye. As such, they have an intrinsic value to

complement evidence collected by journalists reporting on

a subject.

Both focus group sessions converged on key points de-

tailed below, with one notable exception: student journalists

tended to be more critical of the visualizations, often sug-

gesting style and color layout changes and possible uses with

other areas of communication as advertising. We attribute

this difference to the interdisciplinary ambience of the work

in the communications school, but also to the speed and

objectivity that professional journalism demands from its

staff, something that might eclipse speculative solutions

easily.

The graphic A, which charted three hashtags usually

understood as suportive or critical of the World Cup, was

understood as relevant by both groups of participants. The

student journalists criticized the color scheme, where the

positive hashtag “#vaitercopa” (#therewillbeworldcup) was

plotted as red, a hue usually associated with some inter-

ruption (as in a traffic light), a sign of caution (as in the

STOP street sign) and not with a upbeat emotion. As a

counterpoint, both groups questioned the multiple possible

readings of the hashtags, where the same text can be used

with an ironic or satirical intention with the addition of other

words or tags, something the dataset preparation and the

following visualization did not contemplate and remains to

be implemented.

The regular time intervals of the columns of the hashtags

in the graphic A also deserved a mild criticism by both

groups. A recurrent suggestion for this visualization was the

superimposition of a timeline indicating the key moments

of the day related to the game, making it easy to draw

conclusions from the graphic. A relevant question related to

the visualization asked why it did show the bars on hourly

intervals and did not reflect occurrences between them.

Although the researchers agree that such precision would be

desirable, a substantial shift in opinion on Twitter possibly

would ripple for hours and thus could be represented on the

next bar.

In the case of graphic B, for example, both focus group

sessions’ members identified in the upslope and peak men-

tions of the keyword BRA the rising expectation of the

Brazilian fans before the game. Although a user watching the

data stream on Twitter through his timeline would be able to

see a lot of references to BRA, depending on the preferences

and interests of the profiles that he follows, he would

hardly be able to determine the differences of proportion

between mentions of this and other terms. The presentation

of these proportions as lines on a chart, however, allowed

the evaluation of how the term BRA was adopted by fans

on the day of the match between the Brazilian and German

teams.

The data visualizations also enables the identification of

counter intuitive patterns. For the same graphic B, partici-

pants in both groups wondered, for example, why the name

of the player Messi, of the Argentinian national team, was

among the most cited keywords on a day when there was

no match of his team. It is not in the scope of this research

to investigate the reasons for this, but the surprise of one of

the participants suggests the identification of an unexpected

phenomenon, which could, in the context of journalism,

generate a pitch for a news article5.

Regarding criticisms to the graphic B, participants of

the second focus group session suggested the visualization

would be more readable if it showed less lines, choosing

only the ones directly related to the teams participating in

the match. The researchers consider this to be a relevant

point, but such a choice would obscure the understanding of

uncommon patterns as shown by the frequent mentions to the

5Possible explanations to this occurrence are varied and involve the
relation of twitter with other media. First of all, on the same day of the
Brazil vs. Germany game, Argentina was en route to São Paulo to a match
with Holland the following day, a fact that generated media attention and
subsequent twitter chatter. The television broadcasts of sports news around
13h did report on this and helped spread the online dialogue. As a second
factor, the Brazilian newsmagazine with the highest circulation was running
a digital vote to elect in the fans views who was the World Cups best
star player. Third, and perhaps more important, spontaneous tweeting by
Brazilians explored the long standing soccer rivalry with Argentina, wishing
for a face-to-face duel between the best players (Neymar Jr. and Messi)
either on the final match or in the match for the third place.
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player Lionel Messi as discussed above. A balance between

clarity and observation could be attained if the journalist

could choose the number of lines to be viewed, elaborating

its arguments from such selection. Other points raised were

the possible addition of an interactive zoom features on the

graphic B, once more the inclusion of a timeline indicating

the key events of the day and a more evident mention that

the tweets analyzed were from a portuguese-only dataset.

The graphic C which represented the sentiment analysis

regarding the Brazilian team’s attack players, was praised for

its clarity by the participants, who related the shifts in the

positive and negative lines to recollections of the widespread

mood in the country on the day of the match. Participants

of the second focus group session manifested the curiosity

to keep following the sentiment shifts beyond the end of the

game, observing how the nation’s Twitter users dealt with

the despicable score.

However, the participants also showed relevant criticism

to the graphic C. A participant from the first group com-

mented: “The neutral and positive are well within the
expected, but what those two major negative peaks are, I do
not know just from looking at the chart”. In the participants

interpretation, the display showed abnormalities which could

be investigated by diverse strategies: the ability to stream a

video recording of the match, to mouse over the lines and

see the changes in the word frequency during the match

and a content analysis of the tweets considered negative,

for example, could qualify an in-depth understanding of the

changing sentiment.

Another criticism made to the graphic C was constant

space used between points in the X-axis, which suggested

that the goals happened in regular intervals of time, what

was very different from fact. As the FIFA report on the

match shows, four out of the seven goals happened within six

minutes, between the twenty-third and twenty-ninth minutes

of the first half6. The lines reflect the surprise, falling

drastically in the second and third German scores, with a

negative spike coming right after. Even so, the researchers

consider this to be a valid criticism, as a clear proportion

between space and time representation could inform a more

realistic interpretation of the data and that day’s event.

In general, the participants considered the interactive

graphic D (figures 4 and 5) as the most friendly and

interesting among all presented. The graphic D comprised

two interactive views of sentiment analysis on Twitter about

the referred match in the World Cup. The preview option

on separate lines for each sentiment was praised by the

participants of both focus group session, as it made it

possible to identify the peaks of negativity or positivity and

elaborate arguments from such visualization.

About the visualization with the average of sentiments,

62014 FIFA World Cup Brazil Match report: Brazil - Germany 1 : 7.
Available online on: http://goo.gl/AN2Rv7

focus group sessions’ participants also discussed the fact

that ironic sentiments during the game occurred, which may

have influenced the average neutral sentiments, since the

irony would probably not have been considered a positive

or negative sentiment.

In fact, one of the participants stated that, if there were

displayed first separate lines and then the option to visualize

the average, one could not imagine that the result of the

average sentiment was neutral, but would think the general

attitude during the game was negative. This discrepancy

between the perceptions generated by the two visualization

options from the same data points to the importance of

taking into account the abilities and limitations of the human

visual system for the identification of standards [10] when

creating data visualizations. In this sense, interactivity is

a productive strategy to facilitate understanding of large

amounts of data, because it allows the user to observe and

compare different types of patterns and thus observe the

same database under different perspectives.

As a suggestion for improvements to the visualizations

presented, the participants in both groups suggested greater

possibility of interaction as “when you hover the mouse
over the chart line, show the exact number of tweets”,

“superimpose the game timeline with a video recording of
the game, to facilitate understanding of the peaks of tweets
on the chart and relate them to the time of the game in
which that peak occurred”. In addition, another suggestion

was “to create a connection from the timeline with news of
the moment, for a better understanding of the behavior of
users over time” and the possible connections between more

traditional media and Twitter.

In this sense, the focus group sessions emphasized that

visualization techniques are a relevant tool for identifying

deviant patterns. For journalists, these patterns are impor-

tant, as they generally indicate events endowed of news

value events whose attributes make them prone to be

included in the news. To paraphrase the traditional formula:

visualizations can often show the moments in which man

bites dog, that is, when expectations about the progress

of daily life are reversed. Based on the identification of

these phenomena, reporters may seek human sources and

documents that explain its context, in order to inform the

audience about that event. If journalists depended on the

mere monitoring of timelines, these patterns could remain

buried under the gibberish of updates and, in practice, remain

invisible. Even before they are news products, then, data

visualizations are tools to assist in the construction of news.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we presented a study about how data visual-

ization techniques can support media studies and journalists

in data comprehension and in extraction of new information.

We collected and processed tweets about the 2014 World

Cup and we created visualizations about the users’ sentiment
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in “Brazil vs. Germany” game, and about hashtags most used

by online Brazilians on Twitter. Through the visualizations it

was possible to see how these sentiments were expressed and

propagated in Brazil. Furthermore, we realize that hashtags

do carry information that can complement the data analysis

about a subject. Besides that, although the visualizations

were not made in real time, it became clear that their use can

help spot emerging subjects and discussion points, setting

the agenda of news stories on relevant yet unusual themes.
After data preprocess, visualizations were created and

presented to journalists in two focus group sessions. The

analysis of their comments revealed some relevant points. It

is possible to accent first the consistent favorable position

regarding the use of visualization techniques as a valuable

resource in journalism. Second, the need that a visualization

must be associated with contextual clues or explanations

which help one make sense of it. Third, data visualizations

can also operate as conversation starters. Fourth, there was

a preference for interactive visualizations. Thus, we notice

that even simple visualizations techniques as bar chart can

help journalists to have insights, understand the data and

provide distinguished information to readers.
Analyzing comments and reactions of the participants, we

realize that data visualizations are relevant tools to support

the construction of news stories and in depth understanding

of events, and the journalists pointed out features that could

improve the visualizations presented such as the increase of

interactive visualization techniques.
We know that simply having these analysis is far from

our eventual goal of establishing one or more models of

interaction in data visualization. However, we believe that

these analysis are an initial step toward this direction. We

believe that understanding needs of users (data analysts)

related to interaction techniques would provide a framework

approaching to providing a good model of interactive visu-

alizations. We are currently conducting further focus groups

and interview to collect feedback on the visualizations

discussed in this text. The next group to be considered

are journalists from the five regions of Brazil, a step we

understand as coming full circle on our main potential

audiences: student journalists, journalists with an academic

presence and professional journalists from national news-

rooms. Also, in order to qualify the gathering process and the

visualizations produced, as next steps, we envisage activities

such as:

• Replace manual data preprocess works by automated

techniques.

• Include emoticons in the identification of sentiments and

still use the repetition of vowels to denote the intensity

of these sentiments.

• Relate the visualizations with the news events of the day

and scheduling of mainstream media.

• Create different versions of the same data visualization

to try and find which worked best at getting the message

across, as well as improve and develop further interac-

tive visualizations.

Thus, as future work, we intend to deepen discussion

and evaluation of interaction techniques to lay an initial

foundation toward a deeper understanding about interactive

visualizations, especially related to users’ needs, and to de-

velop new prototypes and tests. Analyze the content posted

on Twitter is complex, subject to ambiguity and errors, and

raises several technological challenges. How to treat sarcasm

and irony - frequent issues in our country - and how to

present it in new interactive visualizations is one of the

biggest challenges in this context.
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